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war

hate with all its mocking pageantry
it is a grim
living testimony that satan lives it is the earth s greatest
cause of human misery destroyer of lives promoter of hate
and waster of treasure
it is man s greatest folly his
most tragic misadventure
gordon B hinckley
1I

the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints is clearly
ore vague
against war the church has been somewhat nm
lore
on conscription and the issue of the soldier who kills in war
the position of the church was recently restated in a memorial service address by president harold B lee
when

calls the manhood of the church into
law
the armed service of any country to which they owe allegiance their highest civic duty requires that they meet that
call if hearkening to that call and obeying those in command over them they shall take the lives of those who
fight against them that will not make them murderers nor
subject them to the penalty that god has prescribed for those
for it would be a cruel god that would punish
who kill
his children
for acts done by them as the innocent inin
strumentalities
stru mentalities of a sovereign whom he had told them to
obey and whose will they were powerless to resist

the

position of the church on conscientious objection
cordin to the
Ac
seems less clear to members of the church accordin
accordia
according
secretary to the first presidency membership in the church
does not make one a conscientious objector but since the
existing law in the united states provides that men who
have conscientious objection may be excused from combat
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service there would seem to be no objection by the church
for a man availing himself on a personal basis of the exions provided by law
however while the church
emptions
empt
would seem not to object there is little evidence that the
church has encouraged its youth to seek conscientious objection as an alternative to combat service
the unpopular war in vietnam has produced considerable
interest in conscientious objection were it a popular war there
probably would be little interest in such matters nevertheless
an increasing number of youths among them latter day saints
have questioned the legitimacy of american involvement in
vietnam and have turned to conscientious objection as an
alternative to combat service one of gordon thomasson s
stated objectives is to explain the position of those latter day
saint youths who have chosen such an alternative
war
knar
waf conscription conscience and mormonism is a compi lation of statements quotes letters essays and comments
pilation
on war the draft and conscientious objection it includes
statements by the first presidency quotations from scripture
and church leaders and essays and articles by well known
church authors such as hugh nibley the editor claims its
primary purpose is to appeal for understanding on the part
of those within the church who have been intolerant of
conscientious objectors he also acknowledges that the booklet is a good cause with a definite point of view brother
thomasson is candid in his admission that he and his associates are not opposed to the booklet s being of help to
the sincere objector the essays by david E hayes and randy
shipley are detailed accounts of how a latter day saint can
obtain conscientious objection status his booklet however
goes a bit beyond these objectives for it implicitly encourages
latter day saint youth to become conscientious objectors
thomasson s compilation is a useful and relevant contribution to an issue which is vaguely understood by most
latter day saints he and his associates are to be commended
for not becoming so involved in their cause to the extent that
they condem
condee as war lovers those who disagree with them
this reviewer would not personally choose to be a conscientious objector but such a choice is clearly within the law
furthermore it would seem that the church does not object
to conscientious objection as long as it is an individual matter
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in my judgment those few latter day saints whom 1I know
to be conscientious objectors are not cowards or disloyal to
their country or the church on the contrary they have shown
great courage and are frequently subjected to considerable
personal abuse the long and torturous process including the
costs of a lawyer would seem to be a test of one s conviction
however it also implies conscientious objection status is
available mostly to the rich educated or wellborn
if we are to understand latter day saint youths who have
become conscientious objectors thomasson s compilation is
required reading while at first glance this compilation of
documents seems rather shocking to some members of the
church yet hopefully his efforts could be the beginning of
a more meaningful dialoge
dialogo within the church regarding military service and conscientious objection such dialogue will
not settle the question but it may improve understanding
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adventist doctor
currently working at the LDS hospital in salt lake city his
book is a zealous missionary minded effort to persuade mor
mons to his point of view written primarily as a tool for that
purpose the present work was originally presented to the loma
linda university the SDA institution near san bernardino in
1968 as a master s thesis in religion under the title the history
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is a young seventh day

of the sabbath in mormonism printed by the seventh day adventist publishing house it is an attractive paperback of 150
pages plus appendix with notes for each of its nine chapters
and a bibliography it is generously illustrated
thomson s overall approach is basically polemical and
thomsen
hortatory and his work consequently suffers from a lack of

